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Presentation Notes
Thin provisioningThin provisioning is a fairly new technology that is coming for CKD devices.  DBAs need to be aware of what it is and how it can help with deploying DB2 for z/OS subsystems.
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Traditional Storage Provisioning  
Host 

volumes 
Physical 
disks 
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Presentation Notes
Traditional Storage ProvisioningIn traditional storage provisioning DB2 volumes are presented to the host from a storage array with some simple level of abstraction.  This level of abstraction allows the array to place component parts of the volumes on different physical spindles for performance or protection purposes. With this kind of static configuration comes fixed volume sizes, fixed protection schemes.  For many years, systems programmers have declared to DBAs, don’t worry about the backend layout, the controller will take care of everything.  This may have been true for a while, but is rapidly becoming a part of non-truth. Spinning disk technologies are providing us bigger and bigger disks to deploying without increasing the performance of the disk.  Only the size of the disk is increasing. Over the next few slides we will discuss the downsides of traditional storage provisioning methodologies.



Traditional Provisioning Issues  

• It’s a slow process 
• Overallocation opportunities 

• Complexity of storage planning 
• Asymmetric configurations 
• Very large physical disks 

• Sibling-pend issues 
• Reduced IOPS density 

• Vertical striping DB2 partitions 
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Traditional Provisioning IssuesThis kind of provisioning, the only one we really know for CKD devices, we have been doing many years. And while we are getting better at it, it is getting more complex at a faster rate than we can really match.  This is why such products as zDAC are being created by IBM to help with the configuration of IODFs to match the exact configuration of the storage.This page lists the most significant issues surrounding storage provisioning in a z environment. We will discuss these issues on the following slides.



Slow Process  

• Purchase orders 
• Possible updates to IODF  

• SMS 
• Storage group 
• ACS routine (maybe) 

• System backup  
• Copy pools 

• SRDF/PPRC 
• Replication management 

• Change control!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slow processIt’s a slow process. You have to request more disk space from existing unconfigured space in the controller, or you have to put in a purchase for more disks for your application, which can take time. Even after the space has be provisioned you still have to initialize the disks and put them in an SMS storage group (mandatory for DB2 version 10).  You may even have to adjust ACS routines.Once provisioned for DB2 you may have tasks to update DB2 copy pools if you are using System point-in-time recovery and potentially have to update any remote replication schemas such as SRDF and PPRC.  All of this takes time and may not meet the needs of the business to be nimble and quick to react to changing business requirements.What is the inevitible result of this painful process / procedure?  We shall see on the next slide.



Overallocation Opportunities  
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Overallocation opportunitiesThe natural method of avoidance.  Ask for more storage and you won’t have to suffer the pain of asking and receiving many times.  Who among us has not asked for more storage than we need on a given request. Even innocently. You never want to be in the situation of DB2 packs 90% full.  This is really bad practice. Nobody wants to be dealing with x37 abends every weekend on batch runs.In the example in the chart, the Sap Basis person needs 200GB for some new requirement.  To pad the request and to reduce the number of visits to the well, he asks for 300GB.  The DBA puts the requirements together for the Storage System Programmer.  He needs 300GB for the SAP applicant but decides to fluff it up to 500GB – he hates dealing with the system programmer anyway and this helps him avoid those confrontations.  The system programmer, not wanting to deal with the DBA either, requests 1TB from management/purchasing.  So the end result of such a process is that 1000GB (1TB) was ordered when only 200GB was really needed.  Anyway this wouldn’t be too bad since the capacity planner can review the system usage and see the extra space was not used.  Or can he?  Sometimes not as I will explain later.



Complex Physical Layout  
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Complex Physical LayoutThe complexity of today’s modern storage arrays can be overwhelming. You have so many choices when it comes to drive technology where there is the potential to deploy on SSD, FC drives or SATA which come in varying sizes. And then you have the various RAID protections that are available.  The choices of RAID protection need to meet the business requirements between perfromance, availability and economy. Ultimately, it is difficult to come out with a storage design which you know will meet the SLAs for your applications.Thrown on top of that, how to allow production applications to co-exist on the same storage arrays while ensuring that a rogue “test” process does not impact real production workload?Lastly, the inevitable way we provision storage leads to asymmetric configurations which tend to be non-optimal as we shall see on the next slide.The configuration complexity can be overwhelmingMultiple choices of drive technologyVery large disksMultiple choices of RAID protectionPerformance or economy or availability?How to design to meet SLAs?Production or test?Organic growth produces asymmetric layouts



Asymmetric Layouts  

Application A Application B 
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Presentation Notes
Asymmetric LayoutsAsymmetric layouts arise because we do not live in a perfect world.  In a perfect world, the storage array would be completely filled with drives on day-1, that is to say, every place you can place a disk is occupied.  This is an extremely rare occurrence.  For the most part, arrays ship with lots of open drives slots and even empty or non-existing drive bays.  The plan is to grow into the space requirements.  This graphic shows you in a macro level how this can pan out with normal provisioning.Enterprise class storage arrays perform best when all the applications are balanced across all the resources of the array.  While you are able to prioritize your more important applications, the optimal operation requires good balance.  Take the instance where you get an array that is only 50% populated as depicted in the slide.  All the initial disks are dedicated to the first application.<click>When a new application is implemented all the subsequent disks are dedicated to it.  If these two applications have peaks at different times, during their peaks they will only be using half the arrays disk resources, and thus this can be a non-optimal configuration.



Very Large Physical Disks   

• FC drives are now 600GB 
• How to avoid sibling pend / sibling contention?  

• How to segregate work loads on the back-end? 
• Production and test sharing the same disk 

• No faster in terms of RPM than 10 years ago 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very Large Physical Disks Over the last several years, physical disks deployed in enterprise storage arrays have increased in size but not in I/O capability.  What I mean by this is that while Fibre Channel disks have grown from 73GB to the current available size 600GB, the last decade their speed has remained at 15,000 RPM.  Minor tweaks in microcode logic and cache algorithms in the storage arrays provides about single-digit percentage improvement over the period but not so sufficient as to offset the rapid growth of the drives.These very large disks mean that many many mainframe volumes can co-exist on a single physical spindle giving rise to multi-tenancy issues.  That is to say, one application can affect another’s performance if it really hammers the drive, and the other application may not be able to either meet service levels, or at least have a somewhat consistent responsiveness.So how do you isolate workloads when disks are so large?  How can you isolate production (preferred workload) from test (less important workload)?
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IOPS Density TrendThis chart shows how the IOPS density has fallen over the last 15 years or so.  And finally, the last column on the chart for a 1TB sata drive, it is less than 1/10 an IOP per GB.  This single factor alone is why disk systems have to be manage carefully today.  To be sure storage controllers have gotten smarter, lots of cache, many processors, smart prefetch algorithms etc.  But when the rubber hits the road the data must always land on disk.The single biggest change in this trend is the arrival of solid state drives.  <click>You can see that the IOPS density of SSD is off-the-chart.  For a 200GB SSD the IOPS density is about 25.  So you can see that this is quantum change for disk drive performance. While I realize that there is some sticker shock associated with SSD, I cannot see how any array will be deployed in the future without them because of this trend that I am seeing in FC drive technology.



Large Volume Performance   

• UCB constraints forcing you to larger volumes > MOD54 
• EAVs 

• How to get the right service levels? 
• How to get enough disks behind the volume to support the 

I/O activity 
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Large Volume Performance  Many mainframe shops are being impacted by the 65,000 UCB limit that exists across a sysplex. This forces them to go to larger volume sizes than they would typically be deploying.  Mod 27s and Mod 54s are now commonplace and EAVs (MODs > 64GB) are being considered in many mainframe shops. The challenge is how to meet the service levels for the application and the main solution to this is getting enough disks behind the volume to meet the I/O requirements.  Architecturally, on modern arrays, this is a huge challenge.  In addition with physical disks getting larger and larger, the aggregate I/O capability lower than it has been over previous years.  This reduced I/O capability can be measured by what we call IOPS density.  IOPS density is the I/O capability in I/O per sec divided by the Gigabyte presented to the host.  We will see this graphically on the next slide.



Vertical Striping Table Spaces 
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Vertical Striping of Table SpacesMany DBAs deploy partitioned table spaces.  There are a few reasons to do so. Performance, manageability, to circumvent z/OS size restrictions are just a few of those reasons.  Having multiple partitions also enable parallel processing during a table space scan.  On the downside, using SMS to allocate the table space partitions means you have little control over where they go, unless you use guaranteed space, which can be painful. A second downside, a more major one, is that you have no idea how (for the most part) which 3390 volumes are actually mapped to the same physical drives.<Click>As I have depicted in this slide, p1, p3 and pn have actually landed on the same physical.  Any sequential scan of a table in this table space will result in disk head contention.  Remember, the disk head can only be in one location at one time.
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Thin ProvisioningSo this is what I came  to talk to you about today.  Thin provisioning. Thin provisioning is a layer of virtualization between the volumes presented to a host (thin volumes) and the actual pool of storage that supports the storage for those volumes.  Storage is only allocated in the pool only when it is actually written to.  Thus storage that is “allocated” on the host and I specifically use that term in the z/OS sense of allocation, is not necessarily consumed from the storage pool.Let me give you an example <example using IEFBR14>
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Thin Provisioning and Tiered Storage 
Thin 

volumes 
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Thin provisioning and tiered storageThe first real benefit of thin provisioning is that the layer of abstraction allows the storage controller to decide where data is to be placed.  This enables a tiering approach. Remember I talked about how enterprise deployments are going to need to have SSD in their drive mix.  Well this solution will allow such products as EMC’s FAST VP and IBM’s Easy Tier to “choose” what data lands on what storage device based on its usage requirements, without the host having to know what is happening behind the scenes.



Thin Provisioning and Tiered Controllers 
Thin 

volumes 
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Thin provisioning and tiered controllersThe reality is that once you have this level of indirection or abstraction, it can be extended to “tiered” controllers.  Some storage controllers can be better than others, newer and faster for instance.  A tiered solution could allow the most active and important data to reside on those controllers, while slower controllers with larger SATA disks could hold the less demanding data.In the future this could be extended to the cloud where high performing data resides in the private cloud, and lower performing data in the public cloud.



Thin Provisioning Advantage 

Traditional Provisioning Thin Provisioning 

Slow process Lightning fast, no host activity 

Overallocation Exact allocation 

Complexity Simplicity 

Asymmetric configurations Balanced configurations 

Large physical disks Wide striping  

Vertical striping for DB2 partitions Simplified table space allocation 
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Ease of Provisioning 

10 Thin Mod 27s 10 Thick Mod 9s 
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Monitoring OversubscriptionWhen you provision more storage out of a pool than you actually have available in the pool you are oversubscribed. This means that the aggregate size of all thin devices bound to the pool is larger than the aggregate size of all the real devices providing storage for the pool. This type of strategy can save a lot of space when table spaces are created but not written to.In the example in the slide I show 10 thin MOD9s are bound to a pool that is comprised of 5 real MOD9s.  This mean that the pool is 100% oversubscribed.  This can save space especially when each of the thin MOD9s is not full.  As more and more data is written to the thin devices, the pool starts to fill up.  It must not reach 100% or I/O errors will occur!!  The thin provisioning software from all vendors provides ways to monitor the pool through console log messages.  Thresholds can be set for levels of varying percentage full conditions.



DB2 Table Space Allocation 
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DB2 Table Space AllocationThe challenging of determining the correct primary and secondary allocation is removed in the thin environment.



Thin Provisioning Introduction 

• “Thin Provisioning” is the industry term 
• Virtualization layer 
• Storage on demand 
• Wide striping 

• Storage Vendors  
• EMC: Virtual Provisioning 
• IBM: Extent Space Efficient 
• Hitachi: Dynamic Provisioning 

• “Storage on demand” 
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Thin Provisioning IntroductionSo let’s dig a little deeper into the details of thin provisioning configurations.  This provisioning is the virtualization layer that sits between the host and the actual physical storage. The three major storage players in the z/OS storage market all have a thin provisioning product.  IBM and EMC have products that are not yet available for CKD devices but are already deployed for FBA devices in their controllers.  Hitachi has a product that is already available for mainframe customers.  Each of the three products provides similar base functionality: storage on demand, wide striping and over-subscription capability. Each has a different implementation of the feature. I shall talk about some of the differences.



Thin Provisioning 
Operations 

20 



Reads from Thin Devices  

• Thin devices are virtual devices and contain only pointers 
to assigned blocks on data devices in a thin pool 

• When a read is performed on a thin device, the data being 
read is retrieved from the appropriate data devices  

• Reads directed to an area of a thin device that has not 
been assigned do not trigger assignment operations 
• Reading an unwritten block returns “standard record 0” 



Writes to Thin Devices 

  write 

 Thin Pool 
 Thin Devices 

Write 
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Mainframe writes to thin devicesWhen a write is performed to a track that does not yet exist in the pool, a “chunk” is written to the pool to support the real storage required for that chunk.  The chunk is allocated from the pool in a quasi random process that ends up provisioning storage from the pool in a balanced way.  Note that having a 3 disk pool as depicted in this graphic is not really recommended and is only show like this for illustrative purposes.



Wide Striping 
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Wide StripingWide striping really does solve the balancing of I/Os across multiple devices. You can have a large table space literally spread across every physical disk in the frame, if you want to.  It virtually eliminates skewed workloads.  But the reality is it can only supply as much I/Os as the disks behind it.  As I show in the formula, the total physical I/Os that a controller is capable of is the sum of the IOPS capability of the all the drives in the box.  Wide striping will NOT increase this.Because of the reduced IOPS density of FC drives you must add solid state drives into the configuration to increase the IOPS density.  Thin provisioning in tandem with a tiering solution can make sure the correct table space chunks land on the correct tier.



Chunk size 

• EMC Virtual Provisioning 
• 684KB (called a track group) 

• IBM ESE (Extent Space Efficient) 
• 1GB == 1113 Cyls == Mod 1 (called an extent) 

• Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning 
• 38MB (called a “page”)  

• Considerations 
• Performance 
• Tiering 
• Space consumption 
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Chunk Size<need to write this up>



Thin Provisioning Considerations 

• Pool management 
• Re-balancing 
• Draining devices 
• Space de-allocation 

• Thin-friendly applications/processes 
• Thin-unfriendly applications/processes 

• Oversubscription 
• Monitoring 

• Pre-allocating volumes 
 

 



Thin Pool Rebalancing 

• Pool Rebalancing redistributes pool capacity 
• Used mostly when expanding a pool 

• Avoids hot spots on newly added devices 

 

Thin Pool 
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Thin Pool RebalancingThin pool rebalancing is a process that analyses the disks in the thin storage pool and moves data from fuller devices to less full devices.  It is primarily used when empty devices are added to a pool.  This is something that would happen under normal operating circumstances and is non-invasive to host processes.<dialog about the figure>



Draining Pool Devices 

• What if a pool is over-allocated? 
• Changing business requirements could leave a pool 

overallocated 
• Application staff overstated their requirements 

• Draining devices can help  

Thin Pool 
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Draining Pool DevicesWhat if a pool were overallocated?  It is possible that business requirements change.  Maybe a DB2 z/OS application was ported to (dare I say it) UNIX, and now the pool has more space in it than is needed.  Virtual Provisioning from EMC allows a pool device to be drained.  That is to say, all the used chunks on the devices to be drained are relocated to other devices in the pool.  The empty pool device can then be removed from the pool and added to another pool that can use the extra space. 



Space De-allocation 

• Space de-allocation/reclamation returns unused thin 
extents back to the pool 

• Reclamation operations are run against individual thin 
devices 

• Each thin device might have space that was once written 
to but is not longer used 
• Dataset moved 
• DB2 online REORG 
• Dataset deleted 
• &&TEMP files 
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Space De-allocationOnce you have deployed an application on thin devices, storage is provisioned from a central pool.  When a dataset is allocated and written to, all it’s chunks are assigned in the pool.  When the dataset is deleted, the blocks are typically not freed up from the pool.  Why is this?  The reason this happens is that the storage box is agnostic to host base processes that are deleting data sets.  The write to the VTOC and VTOCIX and potentially the VVDS when deleting a table space are just that, writes.  Nothing special about them from a controller context.  So a process has to be used to reclaim space.  Each vendor does this differently but the end game is the same.  Return chunks that are no longer in use back to the pool for use by another application.A typical DB2 process that would create chunks of space that are allocated but unused in the thin pool would be a REORG, after the “I” dataset is deleted.  Temporary datasets will also behave in the same way.  For this reason it might be more reasonable to place TEMP datasets on “thick” volumes: volumes that are fully provisioned.



Thin-Friendly Applications/Programs 

• Thin-friendly: 
• Doesn’t write a lot of non-data 
• Doesn’t pre-format space 
• Doesn’t write a lot of meta-data throughout the dataset 

• DB2 table space allocations 
• V8: formats 2 cylinders (2> PRIQTY) 
• V9 and V10: formats 16 cylinders  (16 > PRIQTY) 

• ICKDSF quick INIT 
 



Thin-Unfriendly Applications/Processes 

• DB2 active logs 
• DB2 10 hash table spaces 

• ADABAS Associator / Data storage 
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Thin-unfriendly applications/processesThin unfriendly processes write a lot of data to the table space /data set that is not actual user data.  It could be meta-data in the case of formatting VSAM CIs. Or it could be like DB2 LOGs which have to be formatted before they can be used.  DB2 10 HASH table spaces write to every CI and CA before they can be used and are therefore not very thin-friendly.  Similarly ADABAS data and associator files are also formated from block 1 to block n by the ADAFRM utility.



Monitoring Oversubscription 

10 Thin Mod 9s 5 Thick Mod 9s 
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Monitoring OversubscriptionWhen you provision more storage out of a pool than you actually have available in the pool you are oversubscribed. This means that the aggregate size of all thin devices bound to the pool is larger than the aggregate size of all the real devices providing storage for the pool. This type of strategy can save a lot of space when table spaces are created but not written to.In the example in the slide I show 10 thin MOD9s are bound to a pool that is comprised of 5 real MOD9s.  This mean that the pool is 100% oversubscribed.  This can save space especially when each of the thin MOD9s is not full.  As more and more data is written to the thin devices, the pool starts to fill up.  It must not reach 100% or I/O errors will occur!!  The thin provisioning software from all vendors provides ways to monitor the pool through console log messages.  Thresholds can be set for levels of varying percentage full conditions.



Space Pre-Allocation 

• You like wide-striping and balance 
• You like the ease of management 

• You don’t want over-subscription and its risk 
• You don’t want to manage the pool space 
• You should “pre-allocate” 
 
 Thin Mod9s Thick Mod9s 



Performance considerations 

• Indirection layer overhead 
• New chunk overhead 

• Sequential vs. random 
• Wide striping benefit 
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Performance ConsiderationThere are few performance aspects of thin provisioning that should characterized so that they can be understood.  The first one of these is the overhead in tracking down where the chunk is in the thin pool when a read request comes in.  Normally, on fully provisioned volumes (thick if you will), the CCHHR address is supplied in the CCW and this directly relates to the address on the thick volume.  With thin volumes the CCHHR address needs to be converted to the actual location of the chunk in the thin pool.  In my testing, on EMC equipment this impact is barely measurable.The second impact is when a new “chunk” needs to be allocated from the pool.  Again I did not find this to have a measurable effect on response time.Sequential vs. random testing shows that the thinly provisioned systems do not perform as well as thickly provisioning when DB2 is doing a table space scan. This is largely due to the fact that the sequentiality on the physical disk is broken up by the randomly placed chunks.  Overall the larger chunk size will have a lesser impact on sequential scans than a smaller one.  Random workloads benefit better from the smaller chunk size.Ultimately the wide striping impact of thin provisioning provides better peformance through both capacity balancing and performance balancing (eliminating skew).



Recommendations 

• Evaluate your vendor’s thin provisioning offering 
• Implement thin provisioning with a tiering solution 

• Increase IOPS density 
• Target active DB2 data to SSDs devices 

• Keep some SMS storage groups “thick” 
• DSNDB07 – for temp data 
• &&TEMP data 
• DB2 LOG data  

• Consider impact on remote replication solutions 
• SRDF, PPRC, etc 
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RecommendationsYou should evaluate your vendor of choices offering in the “thin” space and see what meets your needs. This may solve many of your problems that you face today with storage processes, performance and management.As a DB2 DBA or DB2 systems programmer you need to be aware of what is a good fit for thin devices and what is not.



Thin Provisioning Summary 

• Storage virtualization for mainframe 
• Helps performance through wide striping 
• Eases management and provisioning 
• Balances capacity and eliminates skew 
• Increases utilization 

• The foundation of tiering strategy 
• In a controller 
• Between controllers 
• Into the cloud 
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SummarySelf-explanatory
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